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IN THE COURT OF SUB-DIVISIONAL JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE (S), BONGAIGAON, 

ASSAM 

Present: S. Handique, AJS 

 

G.R. 596/14 

u/s 498 (A)/34 IPC 

State 

Vs. 

1. Sukur Ali 

2. Jahala Bibi 

3. Sahera Bibi 

 

For Prosecution: Mr. R.C. Mahato 

For defence: Mr. M. Rahman 

Evidence recorded on: 18-2-15, 5-5-15, 25-5-15, 18-6-15, 13-7-15 

Accused examined u/s 313 Cr. P.C. on: 23-7-15 

Judgment delivered on: 29-7-15 

 

 

JUDGMENT 

 

1. Informant, Msstt. Mamtaz Bibi, w/o Sukur Ali lodged an FIR on 8-7-14 in 

Bidyapur P.P. under Bongaigaon P.S. against her husband Sukur Ali and 

three other female members of her family alleging that the accused have 
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been torturing her physically and mentally since after marriage. She 

alleged that her husband demanded Rs 50,000/- from her father and on 

her failure to meet his demands she was badly assaulted on 3-7-14. As 

she could no longer endure their tortures she called up her father who 

came and rescued her. She further alleged that she was assaulted like 

this before also and several meetings were held at the village level. She 

stated that the FIR could not be lodged in time as she was undergoing 

treatment.  

2. On receipt of the FIR Bongaigaon P.S. Case no. 406/14 was registered 

and after investigation the police filed charge sheet against accused 

Sukur Ali u/s 498 (A) IPC.  

3. Ld. CJM, Bongaigaon took cognizance of the case and transferred the 

case to this court. The accused appeared on being summoned and he 

was released on bail. He was served with necessary copies and formal 

charge u/s 498 (A) IPC was framed against him, same on being read over 

and explained to him, he pleaded not guilty and claimed trial.  

4. During trial the complainant was examined as PW1. As PW1 implicated 

other two FIR named accused, namely, Sahera Bibi and Jahala Bibi, these 

two accused were summoned as co-accused in this case by invoking the 

powers u/s 319 Cr. P.C. Accused Sahera and Jahala were summoned and 

on their appearance the formal charge against the accused u/s 498 

(A)/34 IPC was framed against all the accused and the same was read 

over and explained to the accused to which they pleaded not guilty and 

claimed trial.  

5. The prosecution examined eight (8) witnesses in this case. But it turned 

out that inadvertently PW7 was examined twice. As such there are 

actually seven prosecution witnesses. The accused were examined u/s 

313 Cr. P.C. which is of total denial. The accused also declined to adduce 

defence evidence. Heard arguments from both the sides.  

6. Following point for determination has been framed in this case: 

 

POINT FOR DETERMINATION 
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Whether the accused persons in furtherance of their common 

intention subjected the complainant to cruelty in order to coerce her 

to fulfil their illegal dowry demands and thereby committed an 

offence punishable u/s 498 (A)/34 IPC? 

 

DISCUSSIONS, DECISIONS AND REASONS THEREOF 

7. Pw1 Mamtaz Bibi deposed that after her marriage her husband, 

mother-in-law and sister-in-law started beating her regularly. Her 

husband asked her to bring Rs 50,000/- from her parents and when she 

refused she was assaulted. She alleged that her husband assaulted her 

about six months ago and she started bleeding from her ear. She called 

up her father, who came and took her home. She stated that her 

husband has married another woman. She exhibited the FIR as Ext. 2. 

During cross examination she testified that she has hearing problem. She 

could not say on which dates the accused demanded money and 

assaulted her. She testified that she called her father and went home with 

him. She denied that she was never tortured for money.  

8. PW2 Edu Pramanik is the father of the complainant. He deposed that 

after marriage his daughter lived peacefully but the trouble started after 

about one year. He alleged that accused Sukur used to beat up his 

daughter. He stated that he brought his daughter back. He stated that 

Sukur tortured his daughter demanding Rs 50,000/- which he did not 

give. During cross examination he testified that Mamtaz has hearing 

problem since before her marriage. He could not say on which dates his 

daughter was tortured and the alleged demands were made. He stated 

that he brought his daughter home and told the accused that he will drop 

her back. But he denied that Sukur did not demand any money.  

9. PW3 Jahanuddin Sheikh deposed that after 9/10 months of the 

marriage the problem started between the parties. He deposed that Sukur 

has contracted second marriage. He stated that Mamtaz gave birth to a 

girl after one year of marriage. He stated that Sukur had demanded Rs 

50,000/- and a village meeting was held regarding this wherein Sukur 
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was directed to look after his two wives well. He stated that Sukur 

brought Mamtaz back twice   but she was compelled to file the case as he 

assaulted her for the third time. He stated that Mamtaz is staying with her 

parents since last 8 months. He testified during cross examination that 

Mamtaz is his niece. He stated that two conciliatory meetings were held 

at Mokrapara and the matter was settled. He however could not 

remember when did the alleged demands were made. He denied that the 

accused did not torture Mamtaz or demand any dowry.  

10. PW4 Tahiran Bibi deposed that Mamtaz has been staying with her 

parents as they fought over something. She heard that the case has been 

filed. She testified during cross examination that Mamtaz’s father took her 

with him and later on filed the case. 

11. PW5 Md. Khoksed Ali deposed that he heard that a village bichar was 

held between the parties. He deposed that he had gone to visit someone 

near Sukur’s house about 9/10 months back. He saw that Mamtaz and 

Sukur were quarrelling and Mamaz tore off one saree and Sukur slapped 

her. Thereafter, Mamtaz’s father came and took her with him and lodged 

the case. He heard that the parties had quarrelled on earlier occasions 

too. He denied during cross examination that he did not see the accused 

slapping Mamtaz.  

12. PW6 is Dr. Rezaul Hoque who examined Mamtaz Bibi on 8-8-14 in 

connection with Bongaigoan P.S. Case no. 406/14. He found no injury on 

her person, though there was history of pain on both ears. He advised 

the patient for ENT check up. He exhibited the medical report as Ext. 1. 

He deposed during cross examination that he did not give his opinion in 

his report.  

13. PW7 Azad Hussain who was examined twice inadvertently, deposed 

that the problem started after Sukur contracted second marriage and 

village meeting was held but the matter could not be solved. According to 

him, Mamtaz’s parents did not attend the meeting on the date fixed and 

later on they came and took her with them saying that she will be 

undergoing treatment for her hearing problem. During cross examination 

PW7 testified that he did not witness any such alleged tortures. He stated 
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that Mamtaz’s father took her with him on the pretext of treatment of her 

ears and later on lodged the case. 

14. Accused Sukur Ali stated in his examination u/s 313 Cr. P.C. that he had 

slapped Mamtaz on one occasion as she quarrelled with him and tore off 

a saree that was brought by him. He stated that she has hearing problem 

since prior to her marriage and her father took her with him on the 

pretext of her treatment but later on filed the case. He denied to have 

demanded any money or tortured her. He admitted that village meeting 

was held but he stated that in the said village meeting he was directed to 

keep his both wives in separate houses. The version of the other two 

accused is similar. 

15. The ld. Defence counsel relied upon the following case laws to argue that 

a single incident of assault does not make it a case u/s 498 (A) IPC.  

a. Arunava Bhowmik Vs. State of Assam, 2005 (1) GLJ 31 

16. It was also argued that the prosecution has failed to prove the allegation 

of demand and the wilful nature of the conduct or action on the part of 

the accused which amounts to cruelty under the law. Reliance was placed 

on State of Tripura Vs. Apu Pal, 2011 (2) GLJ 511.  

17.  I have gone through the evidence of witnesses, more particularly that of 

the complainant and found that she has made omnibus statements 

regarding the alleged demand and cruelty. She has not given a clear 

description of the account of the alleged cruelty. She could not state on 

which dates she was tortured. The hon’ble Gauhati High Court in 

JITENDRA SHOME.  VS  STATE OF TRIPURA., 2012 (3) GLT 879 

held in para 20 as regards omnibus statements of demand and 

harassment as follows: 

“PROSECUTION case, as alleged, may come under the purview of 

explanation (b) but the ingredient thereof is missing in the evidence 

on record. The omnibus statement of the witnesses can in no way 

be said to be convincing evidence to hold that the deceased was 

subjected to harassment with a view to coerce her to fulfil the 

unlawful demand of Rs. 20,000/-. A mere statement that the 

deceased was subjected to cruelty on demand of money does not 
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constitute an offence under Section 498-A of IPC. If such a demand 

was actually made, it is further necessary to prove that the degree 

or intensity of such cruelty on the part of the accused is such, as is 

likely to cause grave injury or danger to her life or limb or to her 

mental and physical health. If the deceased was subjected to 

cruelty by the accused or any member of her matrimonial home 

during five years of her matrimonial life, she would naturally 

express her plight to her neighbourers, relatives and other people in 

the society. In the case at hand, except the mother, brother, uncle 

and cousin brother of the deceased, there is no other item of 

evidence to support the allegation of cruelty. Under such 

circumstances, the prosecution case that the deceased was 

subjected to cruelty by the accused in the matrimonial home on 

demand of Rs. 20,000/-, seems to be extremely doubtful and based 

on such fractured evidence it was not be proper to hold the accused 

guilty of the offence charged against him.” 

18.  The hon’ble High Court again reiterated its stand to guard against mere 

omnibus statements while dealing with cases u/s 498 (A) IPC in the case 

of  MRINAL KANTI ROY BARMAN & ORS. Vs. STATE OF TRIPURA, 

(2010) 4 GLR 445, DULAL DEBNATH  VS  STATE OF TRIPURA, 

2012 (5) GLT 52, RAMA KANTA DAS  Vs. STATE OF TRIPURA, 

2013 (4), GLJ 162.  

19.  PW1 stated about a particular incident when the accused assaulted her 

and she started bleeding from her ear. But it transpires from her 

testimony and the evidence of her father that she has hearing problem 

since before marriage. The ld. Defence counsel relied upon the decision in 

Arunava Bhowmik Vs. State of Assam, 2005 (1) GLJ 31 to argue 

that a single incident of assault does not make it a case u/s 498 (A) IPC.  

In the case of Girdhar Shankar Vs. State of Maharashtra, (2002) 5 

SCC177  it was held that there shall have to be a series of acts in order 

to be a harassment within the meaning of Explanation (b). Therefore, I 

do find the defence argument convincing in the light of the decided case 

law.  
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20. The evidence of PW3, PW4, PW6, PW7 discloses that the parties had 

quarrelled over something several times. Further the witnesses have 

deposed that village meetings were held regarding the same. The 

evidence of PW5 is in tune with the statement of accused Sukur Ali that 

the complainant quarrelled with him and tore off a saree brought by him 

and the accused slapped her for that and thereafter her father came and 

took her with him. PW1 has stated that the accused tortured her and 

brought a second wife. Accused Sukur Ali has admitted to have 

contracted second marriage. But this admission of fact does not attract 

vices of section 498 (A) IPC unless the basic ingredients of the section are 

fulfilled. Except PW1 none of the witnesses have made any statement 

implicating the other accused. PW1 only stated that the other two 

accused used to beat her up daily.  

21. Section 498 (A) IPC provides: 

Whoever, being the husband or the relative of the husband of a 

woman, subjects such woman to cruelty shall be punished with 

imprisonment for a term which may extend to three years and shall also 

be liable to fine. 

Explanation —For the purpose of this section, "cruelty" means— 

(a) any wilful conduct which is of such a nature as is likely to drive the 

woman to commit suicide or to cause grave injury or danger to life, limb 

or health (whether mental or physical) of the woman; or 

(b) harassment of the woman where such harassment is with a view to 

coercing her or any person related to her to meet any unlawful demand 

for any property or valuable security or is on account of failure by her 

or any person related to her to meet such demand. 

22. The term cruelty as qualified by Section 498A IPC postulates a treatment 

as to cause reasonable apprehension in the mind of the wife that her 

living with the husband will be harmful and injurious to her life or 

harassment for dowry. In this regard, the relationship between the 

parties, their cultural status, temperament, state of health, their 
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interaction in daily life; are all relevant factors. In the present case the 

complainant and her father simply stated that Accused Sukur Ali 

demanded money and beat her up. The alleged torture started since after 

their marriage and they led conjugal life for about three years and they 

have a child. The parties are governed by Muslim personal law. The fact 

of second marriage does not necessarily imply cruelty, more so when the 

complainant does not allege cruelty on that ground. In U. Suvetha Vs. 

State by Inspector of Police and another, (2009) 6 SCC 757 it was 

held that living with another woman may be an act of cruelty on the part 

of the husband for the purpose of judicial separation or dissolution of 

marriage but the same would not attract the wrath of section 498 (A) 

IPC. The facts alleged do not come under either clause (a) or clause (b) 

of the explanation u/s 498 (A) IPC.  

23. In the light of the above discussions, it is found that the prosecution has 

not established the case against the accused beyond reasonable doubt.  

 

ORDER 

24.  Judgment is delivered in the open court today. I hold the accused not 

guilty u/s 498 (A) IPC and they are acquitted. Accused are set at liberty 

forthwith. Bail bonds are extended up to next six months. Given under 

the hand and seal of the court on 29-7-15. 

 

 

 

Typed and delivered by 

 

S. Handique, AJS 

SDJM(S), Bongaigaon. 
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APPENDIX 

PROSECUTION WITNESSES 

PW1..MAMTAZ BIBI 

PW2..EDU PRAMANIK 

PW3..JAHANUDDIN SK 

PW4..TAHIRAN BIBI 

PW5..KHOSKED ALI 

PW6..DR. REZAUL HOQUE 

PW7..AZAD HUSSAIN 

 

EXHIBITS 

EXT.1.MEDICAL REPORT 

EXT. 2.. FIR 

EXT.3.. CHARGE SHEET 

DEFENCE EVIDENCE ..NONE  

 

 


